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The Scientific Paper
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Scientific Writing

• Writing is an integral part of research.

• Research is actualization of scientific thinking, 

and

scientific papers are the end-point of that 

actualization.

So, what might be worth 

researching and publishing?

Maguire, EA; Gadian, DG; Johnsrude, IS; Good, CD; 

Ashburner, J; Frackowiak, RS and Frith, CD (2000) 

Navigation-related structural change in the 

hippocampi of taxi drivers.

Proc. of the Natl. Acad. Sci. USA  97 (8): 4398–403. 

After oddee.com (2010)



Stack, S and Gunlach, J (1992) 

The effect of country music on suicide.

Social Forces 71(1): 211 – 218.

Ghirlanda, S; Jansson, L; and Enquist, M (2002) 

Chickens prefer beautiful humans.

Human Nature 13 (3): 383-389.

Victor Benno Meyer-Rochow and Jozsef Gal (2003) 

Pressures produced when penguins pooh - calculations 

on avian defaecation.

Polar Biology 27(1): 56-58.

Mara Sidoli (1996) 

Farting as a defence against unspeakable dread.

The Journal of Analytical Psychology 41(2): 165-178



Suarez, FL; Springfield, J and Levitt, MD (1998)

Identification of gases responsible for the odour of 

human flatus and evaluation of a device purported 

to reduce this odour.

Gut 43(1):100 – 104.
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Watson & Crick’s

Seminal paper 

on DNA (1953)
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The Title of a paper
• The link between the reader and the writer. 

• Identifies and describes the contents of a paper accurately, 

specifically and succinctly.

Informative style

"Lactation increases the efficiency of energy utilization in rats."

Indicative style

"Efficiency of energy utilization in lactating rats."

Based on materials from Lindsay (1995) and Wilkinson, (1991) 
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The Scientific Paper 2

The sections

• Introduction

• Materials and Methods

• Results

• Discussion of Results

• Summary or abstract
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The Scientific Paper 3

What goes in each section?
The Bradford Hill Questions

• Introduction Why did they start?

• Materials & Methods What did they do?

• Results What did they find?

• Discussion of Results What do the results mean?
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The Introduction
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The Introduction

Usually includes at least the following:

• Derivation and statement of the problem and 

discussion of the nature of the problem.

• Discussion of the background of the problem.

• Derivation and statement of the research 

question or objective(s) of the research.
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The Introduction 2

Structuring the introduction

• Problem >> Background >> Question >> Objective

• Background >> Problem >> Question >> Objective

• Question >> Objective >> Problem >> Background
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The Introduction 3

Search of the literature

• To avoid repetition of research.

• The problem and its relation to earlier research.

• Development of hypotheses.

• To avoid misinterpretation of results.

• To avoid omission of pertinent references.
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Materials and Methods 
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A scientific theory or hypothesis has 

the important characteristic that it is capable of being 

subject to experimentation that could show it to be 

untrue i.e. it is falsifiable.

Remember falsifiability?

What does this imply for the reporting in 

Materials & Methods?
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Materials and Methods

Interpretation, explanation and meaningfulness of the results 
depends on a clear and accurate description of materials and 
methods.

Accurate description is required so that others can: 

• replicate the experiments.

• modify the method with assurance that the original is 
changed in a particular way.

• Apply them under different conditions.

• compare the research reported with others.
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Materials and Methods 2

Chronological Order

1.Injection of drug

2.Collection of blood sample

3.Analysis or storage of blood sample

4.Injection of drug 

5.Analysis or storage of blood samples 

6.Injection of drug 

7.Collection of blood sample 

8.Analysis or storage of blood sample 

9.Killing of rats 

10.Removal and fixation of liver tissue

11.Preparation of liver for histological study

12.Analysis of stored blood samples

13.Biochemical assays of tissue 

Procedural Order

1.Protocol and method for injection of drug

2.Serum studies

a. Collection and storage of blood samples

b. Analysis of blood samples 

3.Tissue studies 

a. Killing of rats 

b. Removal and fixation of liver

c. Biochemical assays

d. Histological preparation of liver tissue

Procedural Versus Chronological Order
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Results 
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Avoid ending up publishing in this journal
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Results 

The results of research are the substance of science 

and are the objective of scientific research.

In reporting results:

• the overriding objective should be accuracy.

• information should be systematically presented.
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Results 2

Structure and contents

• The results section must ultimately address the 

questions raised in the introduction and any 

hypotheses formulated there.

• Since this section is a direct consequence of the 

methods, it is most logically organized to 

correspond to the methods section.
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Results 3

The results section should not be:

• merely a collection of tables and figures.

� Illustration of data can constitute and support the 

development of the argument but must not substitute 

for it.

� Tables and figures must be integrated into the text and 

the integration should consist of more than an 

announcement.

• used to interpret the results.

� The results consist of bare, dry, unembellished 

observations and measurements.
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Discussion 
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Discussion

Whilst the results are the substance of science, the 

discussion allows for the play of ideas that 

advance science.

The nature of discussion

1. The objective is to give the research, especially 

the results, meaning.

2. Integration of the results, the method, the 

related literature, and theoretical context.
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The nature of discussion 2The nature of discussion 2

3. Examination of the results to

� determine whether they resolve the research 

question.

� compare them within themselves and to other 

results.

� explain and interpret them.

� draw conclusions or derive generalizations, 

and make recommendations for applying the 

new results or further research. 

A note about giving explanation 

(informed speculation?) 

to results in discussion.
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Variant(s): also Ock·ham's razor \ä-kəmz-\

Function: noun

Etymology: William of Occam

Date: circa 1837

“A scientific and philosophic rule that entities should not be 

multiplied unnecessarily.

Interpreted as requiring that the simplest of competing 

theories be preferred to the more complex or that 

explanations of unknown phenomena be sought first in terms 

of known quantities.”

Merriam-Webster dictionary

Oc·cam's razor 

OccamOccam’’s Razors Razor

32
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Summary or Abstract
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Summary /Summary /Abstract

Often written last but of great importance.

• Can decide if the paper gets read.

• Gathered by database and abstracting services 

which are important disseminators of your work.
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Summary/Abstract 2Summary/Abstract 2

Elements of an effective summary

Broad outline of:

• Why the experiment was done.

• How the experiment was done.

• The main results.

• Main conclusions.

Should be written as a self-supporting section.
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Referencing

There are various formats for referencing and 

citation (these go together)

• Harvard (Author-Date system)

• Vancouver (Number-Citation system)

Consult a journal’s “instruction to authors” on 

specific requirements for citations and 

referencing.
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Allocation of Credit

Allocated in 3 places in a scientific paper:

• List of authors

• Citations

• References section

• Acknowledgements section
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Citations

Citations serve to:

• acknowledge conflicts with other works 

• acknowledge the work of others

• direct the reader to sources of other information

• provide support for views made or positions taken

� by one’s own results, 

� those of others or, 

� an authoritative statement based on the results of 
others.
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Citations 2 

OneOne’’s position is given by choice of wording in the texts position is given by choice of wording in the text

“Beer is good for health (Bloggs, 1976)”
Implication: Accepted concept; Bloggs first to present; the 

author agrees.

“Bloggs (1976) found that beer is good for health.”
Implication: Lesser-known concept deduced by Bloggs; the 

author agrees.

“Bloggs (1976) claimed that beer is good for health.”
Implication: The verdict is still out; the author retains an open 

mind.
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The Lab Record Book

• Is a legal document recording your work

• Proof that you conducted the research
Disputes; plagiarism

• Required to proof right to own a related patent
“First to invent invent”; “first to file file”
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• Permanently bound pages.

• Consecutive page numbering.

• Entries in chronological order without blank pages; 

written clearly.

• Pre-experimental details (work/ideas) recorded.

• Results obtained at a later stage recorded in date order 

and cross cross-referenced to earlier entry.

• Additional materials (e.g. photographs; printouts) is 

attached with stapling or adhesive.

• Record of equipment details (manufacturer; model); 

indicate purpose if unclear.

Required features

Date

Page

Link

Title

Link

Name of experimenter
Signature

Date of signing

Witness details
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• Sketches used to detail method or equipment 

setup. 

• All errors remain legible e.g. ruled out rather than 

erased or covered. Provide reason if unclear.

• Alterations (additions; changes) signed and dated. 

• Each experiment/work period signed and dated by 

writer. 

Higher level requirement 

• Duplicate copy kept separately. 

• Witness (not a participant in the work) also to sign 

off. 

Required features 2
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The Lab Record Book 2

• Do not fear “writing too much.”

• It is a complete record – treat it like a diary

• How much detail?
Any knowledgeable person should be able to understand 

your procedures used to obtain your results.

• The more details, the easier it will be to claim 

“first to invent .”

• Requirements for patenting provide for a high

standard which benefits the writing of scientific

papers
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Sources

IP Australia (2006) IP Australia (2006) ““Good lab book practice for Good lab book practice for 

researchers.researchers.””

Lindsay, D. (1995) Lindsay, D. (1995) ““A Guide to Scientific Writing;A Guide to Scientific Writing;””

22ndnd ed.; Longman, Melbourne.ed.; Longman, Melbourne.

Wilkinson, A.M. (1991) Wilkinson, A.M. (1991) ““The ScientistThe Scientist’’s Handbook s Handbook 

for Writing Papers and Dissertations;for Writing Papers and Dissertations;”” Prentice Prentice 

Hall, Englewood Cliffs.Hall, Englewood Cliffs.


